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ANSWERSANSWERS

PEMBELAJARAN ABAD KE-21 MODULE
Activity 1
(Suggested answer)

Thank You for Teaching Me

I’ll keep your memory forever
Stored within my heart
I will always remember
Just how you played your part

Teaching me you played your part
To always think bigger and higher
To forget you I will never do
As for greatness I will aspire

You played a part by encouraging me
my dreams will all come true
For teaching me how to believe
that everything will sure go through

Activity 2
(Sample pupil interaction)
Pupil A: The Earth is getting more polluted these days. I think 

we have to do our part to protect our environment.
Pupil B: But most of us are just too busy to do something 

to save the environment.
Pupil C: Yes, I agree. How do you think we can do our part?
Pupil A: First of all, we can walk or cycle. Driving is one of 

the biggest causes of pollution. It’s better to walk 
or use your bicycle if the journey is a short one.

Pupil C: When you don’t use an electrical appliance, turn it 
off. For example, if you aren’t watching television, 
turn off the switch. Turn off the lights when you 
leave the room, even if you want to return later. It 
is an easy habit to take up which will help you save 
energy.

Pupil B: We should also get rid of old clothes or things in 
your homes. If you can still use them, give them 
to someone who needs them. We can donate the 
clothes to associations. These associations may 
sell them and collect a little money. Not only will 
you protect the environment, but you will also be 
supporting a good cause.

Pupil A: You may also think of ways to save water. You can 
collect rainwater in buckets and use it to water the 
plants or wash vehicles.

Pupil C: For a start, let’s focus on these four ways to help 
save our environment. Please remember, ‘a journey 
of a thousand miles begins with a single step’. So, 
let’s start our journey with a single step today.

Activity 3
(Suggested answer)

HOW TO 
MAINTAIN 
A HEALTHY 
LIFESTYLE?

Keep Active

•	 Cycle to school

•	 Take	a	stroll	 in	the	park

•	 Exercise	as	much	as	you	can

 

 

HOW TO 
MAINTAIN 
A HEALTHY 
LIFESTYLE?

Practise good

eating habits

•	 Eat	in	small	portions

•	 Don’t	eat	when	you	feel	bored

 or crave for food

•	 Eat	only	when	you	are	really

  hungry

Have enough

sleep

•	 Helps	keep	the	mind	sharp.

•	 Make	it	a	habit	to	sleep	at	a

 consistent time.

•	 Sleep	seven	to	nine	hours	

 each night.

Learn to 

laugh

•	 Protects	the	immune	system

•	 Keeps	your	heart	healthy

•	 Having	positive	thoughts	and

 watching funny videos keep

 you happy and healthy

Activity 4
(Suggested answer)
 1. You should have meals with your family every day.  

Do not use any phones or mobile devices during your 
meals. Having meals together helps you to be close to 
your family as you get to talk to each other.

 2. We	should	clean	our	house	together	as	a	family.	Make	
a list of housework to be done. Everyone in the family 
should do the chores at the same time.  We can make 
cleaning fun by sharing jokes while cleaning the house 
together. It also teaches the children to be responsible 
and to have good qualities like cleanliness and tidiness.

 3. We should make use of technology to connect with 
our family. We can use messenger services such as 
WeChat or Whatsapp to contact our family members. 
Using technology helps us to keep in touch with our 
family and relatives. You can share updates like 
photographs and videos.

Activity 5
(Suggested answers)
Picture card 1: You should not stop to speak to people in 

the car.
Suggestion: Telephone parents/neighbour for help./

Quickly walk into a place with many people 
or into a shop and call your parents./If there 
is a police station, go into the police station 
and get help.

Picture card 2: You should not open the door or speak to 
strangers.

Suggestion: Immediately telephone your parents and 
let them know. Stay in the house until the 
stranger goes away.

Activity 6
(a) To pay parking tickets, buy drinks, sweets, buy stationery 

such as erasers, pencils and exercise books etc.
(b) To buy food, clothes, shoes, bags and furniture.
(c) We can buy things via electronic payment, barter system, 

debit cards and credit cards.
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(d) No, we may be using an e-wallet to buy things and 
services online. The e-wallet is like a digital wallet. It is 
a mobile app in your smartphone that can be loaded with 
money and used to pay for things. (Accept any suitable 
answers)

Activity 7
(Suggested answers)
 1. Hindu temple, place of worship, tourist attraction, 

limestone hill, stunning, majestic huge statue, 272 
steps, pilgrimage site, caves

 2. bronze sculpture, soldiers, remembrance of fallen 
heroes, historical, patriotism, strength, courage, struggle, 
sacrifice, unity, peace, freedom, tourist attraction

 3. local culture, arts and crafts, historical, tourist attraction, 
art lovers, unique, souvenirs, handicrafts, restaurants

 4. 88 storeys, sky bridge, impressive, modern design, hi-
tech architecture

Activity 8
(a) Swimming, running, archery, cycling, football, shooting
(b) Paralympic athletes (people with physical, vision and 

intellectual disability)
(c) The coaches, referees, linesmen, managers
(d) Get to make new friends, gain self-confidence, handle 

challenges, work together in a team and have a sense 
of achievement (Accept any suitable answer)

UNIT 1: Reading: A Window to the World
A. Listening & Speaking

Story I Like Best Secret Seven Adventure

Reasons It is exciting and interesting.

It teaches us to be brave.

It helps us to solve problems and 

be self-confident.

Moral Values Be kind and caring towards others.

Help those who are in trouble.

Act bravely and confidently.

Language Used Simple language used.

Easy to understand.

Improves our command of the 

English Language.

B. Reading
 1. he could roar and growl
 2. look mighty and grand
 3. To see if the beetle was bowing
 4. the lion fell into the muddy water

C. Writing
 1. Zanirah and Darshini Sylvia visited the National 

Library on Saturday morning.
 2. Mr	Tan	and	Mr	Jacob	are	going	to	the	bank	tomorrow.
 3. “Wait at the bus stop over there!” said the old man to 

the school children.
 4. Mrs	Lily	Issac	is	going	to	watch	the	play	‘Hamlet’	by	

William Shakespeare.
 5. Janice is reading the book entitled ‘Charlotte’s Web’.
 6. We went to the Kuala Lumpur International Airport to 

send	off	Mr	and	Mrs	Joseph	Pinto.

 7. Mother	 bought	 some	 cabbages,	 tomatoes,	 brinjals	
and long beans at the market on Saturday.

 8. “Have you read the book ‘Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory’ written by Roald Dahl?” Sam asked Emily.

D. Grammar
 1. watermelon 
 2. newspaper
 3. bodyguard
 4. ashtray
 5. cupcake 
 6. classmate
 7. wallpaper
 8. toothbrush
 9. sunflower
 10. rainforest

UNIT 2: Appreciating Others
A. Listening and Speaking
 (Suggested answers)

Ways to Show Appreciation 
to Your Parents

Be There for Them

 

 1. Spend time with 

  your parents/Give 

  them a hug

 2. Remember your 

  parents’ birthday

 

 

Help Them

 

 1. Do household  

  chores like sweeping 

  the floor and 

  washing the dishes

 2. Run errands like 

  buying groceries

 

 

Express Thanks

 

 1. Give handmade 

  ‘Thank You’ cards

 2. Make/buy	birthday	

  gifts

 3. Post pictures of you 

  and your parents  

  and thank them on 

  social media

B. Reading

  Words  Meanings

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

realise not allow

sacrificed risky or unsafe

dangerous encouraging

inspiring gave up something for the sake of others

forbids become fully aware of

C. Writing
 (Suggested answer)

Dear	Mum,

 Thank you very much for being a wonderful mother.

You never failed to take good care of us. Even when

you were sick, you made sure that all of us were well 

taken care of. I wish to tell you that you are an excellent

mother. You are simply adorable because of your kind

and	loving	nature.	May	you	be	blessed	with	good	health

and the best of everything in life always.

  Yours lovingly,

  Darshini Sylvia
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 3. Then,	Mr	Lim	and	his	family	visit	the	Snake	Temple.	
They see different types of snakes coiled on tree 
branches.	Mr	Lim	takes	photographs	of	the	snakes.

 4. In Penang Road, they see many people doing their 
shopping. They ride a trishaw to see the town.

 5. Then, they have lunch at some food stalls. They try 
the	hawker	food	which	is	tasty.	Mr	Lim	and	his	family	
leave Penang the next morning.

C. Grammar
 1. himself 5. themselves
 2. herself 6. himself
 3. ourselves 7. yourself
 4. myself 8. Itself

D. Language Arts
 (Suggested answers)
 The little girl is eating porridge.
 In her hair, she has a dollop
 The porridge isn’t going into her mouth.
 It is dripping down on the floor.
 
 The little girl is eating porridge
 And it is going everywhere
 The porridge is dripping off her spoon
 It is raining porridge in the house

 The little girl is eating porridge
 And she is still feeling very hungry
 Because most of it has spilled on the floor
 And she wants some more porridge

UNIT 4: Step Up!
A. Listening and Speaking
 1. how to report animal abuse cases.
 2. I need to give the full address, details of the abused 

animal, pictures or video evidence, and date and time 
of the abuse.

 3. Its main purpose is to send a message to people that 
we should not be cruel to animals. We should not 
abuse animals.

B. Reading

CYBERBULLYING

Explanation

Cyberbullying is 

bullying with the

use of technology to 

threaten, embarrass 

or target someone.

Effects

•	Feel	ashamed
•	Threatened

•	Scared

•	Not	confident

Steps to Take

•	Keep	your	
password

 on social media a 
 secret
•	Block	those	who	

 send you nasty 

 messages

•	Do	not	share	your

 private photographs 

 or personal data 

 online

C. WRITING
 (Suggested answer)

Vandalism is a serious crime. We must always look out 
for people who commit vandalism. If you see anyone 
damaging public property like swings or slides, you must 
report the matter to the police.

D. Grammar
 (Suggested answers)
 1. The teacher praised the boy for his intelligence.
 2. The little boy put the flower into the vase on the table.
 3. The children were admiring the natural beauty of the 

hill resort.
 4. My	uncle	works	as	a	lawyer	in	Singapore.
 5. We visited a friend at the hospital yesterday.
 6. The old man donated some of his money towards 

charity last week.
 7. I think that peace of mind and happiness are more 

important than money.
 8. My	mother	added	some	sugar	in	the	fruit	 juice.

PAK-21 Activity
(Suggested answers)

Nouns

Abstract Nouns
 1. bravery

 2. happiness

 3. honesty

 4. idea

 5. peace

 6. calm

 7. dream

 8. truth

 9. beauty

Concrete Nouns
 1. cup

 2. pie

 3. ball

 4. chair

 5. keys

 6. salt

 7. milk

 8. tree

 9. book

UPSR PRACTICE 1
Grammar & Vocabulary
Practice 1
 1. D 2. A 3. B 4. C 5. B

Practice 2
 6. D

Practice 3
 7. A 8. C 9. D 

Practice 4
 10. A

Practice 5
 11. B 12. B 13. D 14. A 15. C

UNIT 3: Family Ties
A. Reading
 1. two days
 2. adults and families
 3. below 12 years old
 4. RM400
 5. bring family members closer together

B. Writing
 2. They visit a few places of interest in Penang. They 

go up to Penang Hill. They take a funicular train up 
the	hill.	Mr	Lim’s	children	enjoy	the	ride	very	much.
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 It is also important to brighten up places where there 

is vandalism. Vandals usually like to work in the dark. 

They do not like to be seen by others. It is also easy to 

spot the vandals and report the incident if the place is 

brightly lit. 

 We can also prevent vandalism by having video 

surveillance. Fixing hidden cameras at main roads and 

side lanes will discourage the vandals. They will be afraid 

of being caught by the police. 

D Grammar
 1. who 5. who 9. who
 2. which 6. which 10. which
 3. whom 7. who
 4. whom 8. whom

UPSR PRACTICE 2
Reading Comprehension
Practice 1
 1. D 2. A 3. C

Practice 2
 1. A 2. C

UNIT 5: 360
A. Listening & Speaking
 (Sample pupil interaction)

Pupil A: Which place would you like to visit?
Pupil	B:	 I	would	like	to	visit	the	Taj	Mahal.	
Pupil	A:	 Who	built	the	Taj	Mahal?
Pupil	B:	 It	 was	 built	 by	Shah	 Jahan,	 a	 famous	Mughal	

Emperor.
Pupil	A:	 When	was	the	Taj	Mahal	built?
Pupil B:  It was built in 1632.
Pupil	A:	 How	long	did	it	take	to	build	the	Taj	Mahal?
Pupil	B:	 It	took	22	years	to	build	the	Taj	Mahal.
Pupil A: Why do you want to visit this place?
Pupil B: I want to visit this place because it is one of 

the seven wonders of the world. It is a famous 
landmark and tourist attraction.

B. Reading

MAIN IDEA
Langkawi island is a duty-free island known as the

 ‘Jewel of Kedah’

Supporting Detail 1

It is an archipelago

of 99 islands in the

Andaman Sea.

Supporting Detail 2

It	is	located	some	30	km	

off the mainland coast of 

northwestern	Malaysia.

 

Supporting Detail 3

The island has a rich 

landscape of tropical 

rainforests and exotic 

wildlife.

C. Writing

Main Idea The Leaning Tower of Pisa is a bell tower 

situated in the town of Pisa, Italy. 

Supporting 
Details

It	has	eight	stories	and	207	columns.	The	

tower is famous for its tilt at an angle. 

The tower was built on soft soil which 

could not stand its weight. The workers 

noticed the tilt when they were building 

the second storey. As they continued 

to build the tower, it continued to tilt to 

one side even more. The construction 

started in August 1173 but was stopped 

temporarily. The tower was completed 

199 years later in 1372.

PAK-21 Activity
Main idea:
A’Famosa is a famous landmark located next to the Stadthuys 
building	in	Melaka.

Supporting details: 
The fort was built in 1511. It is one of the oldest European 
buildings left in Asia. It was built by Alfonso de Albuquerque 
who	 led	 the	 Portuguese	 attack	 on	 Melaka.	 The	 fort	 had	 4	
main towers, but all that is left today is a small gatehouse.

D. Grammar
A. 1. reads 4. ride 7. floats
 2. cycle 5. boils 8. combs
 3. Is 6. have
B. 1. starts 4. explains 7. buys
 2. takes 5. reminds 8. says
 3. enjoys 6. like

UNIT 6: Go Green
A. Reading
 1. the way animals and plants are related to each other 

and to their environment
 2. save
 3. any material before it is processed for use
 4. The speech is about the benefits of recycling.
 5. Making	 products	 from	 recycled	 materials	 uses	 less	

energy than making them from new raw materials.
 6. When we pick up items that can be recycled such 

as cardboard, aluminium cans and bottles, we are 
helping to keep waste out of the environment.

B. Writing

MAIN IDEA:
It is important to save our rivers.

Supporting Detail 1 Supporting Detail 2 Supporting Detail 3

 1. One way to do this 

  is by adopting a 

  local river in your 

  neighbourhood.

 2. People in the 

  neighbourhood can 

  adopt a river

  through their 

  residents committee

 3. Another way is to 

  organise an event 

  such	as	‘My	Drain	

  Day’.

 4. Activities can be 

  held to tell people 

  that it is important to 

  have clean drains.

 5. Finally, we have 

  to teach everyone 

  the habit of saving 

  water.

 6. By saving water, 

  there will be more

  water left in our

  rivers.

Concluding sentence:
Hence, we should do our part by making sure our 

rivers are clean and not polluted. (Accept any suitable 

answer) 
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C. Grammar
 1. are sweeping 4. are scrubbing
 2. is pulling 5. are trimming
 3. are picking 6. are painting

D. Language Arts
 1. They are Hansel and Gretel.
 2. It is about two young children who are left in the 

jungle by their stepmother and father.
 3. They were left in the jungle because their stepmother 

did not like them.
 4. They found a chocolate and candy-coated house in 

the forest.
 5. They felt hungry and ate the candy and chocolates 

on the outside walls of the house.

UPSR PRACTICE 3
Social Expressions
Practice 1
 1. Yes, here you are.
 2. Dad, could you teach me to play the guitar?
 3. Would you like to have my tennis racquet?

Practice 2
 1. Can	I	help	you	to	carry	these	books,	Mrs	Wong?
 2. Congratulations, son! You did well. I’m proud of you.
 3. My	purse	is	gone.	I	can’t	find	it	anywhere.

UNIT 7: Healthy and Wise
A. Listening and Speaking
 (Suggested answers)
 1. Healthy food is food that is good for our health. It is 

usually raw and has a lot of vitamins and minerals.
 2. Children prefer to eat unhealthy food because it is 

tasty and easy to eat, for example fast food.
 3. Unhealthy food is bad for health because it is 

processed food and high in calories.
 4. We can educate our children by telling them the 

health problems caused by eating unhealthy foods. 
We can also take them for health talks, video shows 
and exhibitions on health issues. (Accept any suitable 
answers)

B. Reading
 1. B
 2. A
 3. They keep our body healthy and strong.
 4. They become energy.
 5. They help us to think, work and exercise better.

PAK-21 Activity
(Suggested ideas)
as easy as apple pie – something simple
as flat as a pancake – very flat
as sour as vinegar –  very sour
as sweet as honey – very sweet
eat like a horse  - to eat a lot
eat like a bird – to eat a small amount
as hungry as a bear – very hungry
as thick as pea soup – very thick
as warm as toast – very warm

C. Writing
 (Accept any suitable answers)

 I would choose Chapatti Set B because it is a healthy 
meal. The breakfast set consists of chapatti which uses very 

little oil to cook. The half-boiled eggs are also very healthy 
because no oil is used. The fried chicken is made of home-
made spices. The mug of hot milk makes a healthy drink 
because it has protein and vitamins. The price for the set 
meal is low. Therefore, Set B is my choice.  

D. Grammar
 1. The teacher told us that nobody is allowed to enter 

the library this afternoon.
 2. My	family	is	going	to	Singapore	next	weekend.
 3. Zanira has two elder sisters and three younger 

brothers.
 4. Every	 morning,	 Mrs	 Teh	 takes	 the	 bus	 to	 Kuala	

Lumpur at six o’clock.
 5. Everyone has to take part in extra-curricular activities.
 6. The woman works in the restaurant until ten o’clock 

at night.
 7. The children were eating ice-cream in the canteen 

just now.
 8. My	neighbours	do	not	like	to	talk	to	anyone.

UNIT 8: How The Tiger Got Its Stripes
A. Reading
 1. C
 2. B
 3. He knew no one would believe him.
 4. He or she would feel lonely and sad. (Accept any 

suitable answers)
 5. I would bring a gift for her or him. / I would tell the 

person a joke to make him or her laugh. (Accept any 
suitable answers)

B. Writing
 (Suggested answer)

 Once, there was a cheetah who lived in the jungle. 
He liked to lie on the branch of his favourite tree and 
spent his time watching the forest at night. One night, 
he saw a thief coming into the forest and stealing things 
from the animals.
 Sometimes, the thief would steal the monkey’s 
bananas. Once, he even stole an elephant’s tusk. As 
the cheetah liked to mind his own business, he did not 
tell anyone. The animals were angry, but the cheetah lay 
quietly on his tree.
 One day, the cheetah left the tree to look for food. 
When he came back, the tree was gone. The thief had 
cut and stolen the tree! The cheetah felt sad. He regretted 
not telling the other animals about the thief.

C. Grammar
 1. Adnan closed the door and left the house.
 2. Sara’s mother sells vegetables but not meat.
 3. We must talk softly or we will wake the baby up.
 4. Danny was very tired, so he went to bed early.
 5. Mr	Lim	trusts	Jamal	because	he	is	honest.
 6. Joe is recovering from a leg injury, yet he still wants 

to play football.
 7. She struggled in the game, yet she did not give up.
 8. Simon has to tell the truth or he will be punished.

D. Language Arts
 1. innocent
 2. young
 3. adventurous
 4. brave
 5. intelligent
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UPSR PRACTICE 4
Reading Comprehension
Practice 1
 1. A fitness centre
 2. RM80
 3. i. She does not have to pay a registration fee.
  ii. She pays half price for working with a personal 

trainer for a week.
 4. Answer: Yes, she will.
  Sentence:	“Please	charge	RM330	to	my	credit	card”.
 5. Yes, I think she did. The gym is offering great deals. 

She does not have to pay any registration fee. She 
also	only	has	to	pay	RM250	for	working	with	a	personal	
trainer for one week.

Practice 2
 1. True
 2. False
 3. Jack wrote the letter to his cousin because he wanted 

to help James with some healthy meal suggestions for 
his diabetic condition.

 4. Yes, he does because he has advised James to look 
into websites of healthy meals.

  He also wants James to take steps to solve his health 
problem and take good care of himself.

 5. Unhealthy meals will make us suffer health problems in 
the future. We will fall sick easily as our immune system 
will be low. (Accept any suitable answer)

Practice 3
(a) True
(b) False
(c) It means that it is wise to put aside a part of your earnings 

as savings as the money you saved is as valuable as 
the money earned.

(d) They can learn to save money by checking out the price 
of the item that they want to buy and focus on saving 
the money needed to buy it.

(e) They can save money by offering to do chores such as 
gardening or cleaning the drains for a small payment 
which they can save for future use.

 (Accept any suitable answer)

UNIT 9: A Heart of Gold
A. Listening and Speaking
 Listening text

 Walk along Jalan Tun Razak. You will see the Art 
Gallery on your left. Turn into Jalan Kuantan before the 
Art Gallery. You will reach the entrance to Titiwangsa 
Park	 in	 about	 800	 metres.	 The	 National	 Library	 is	
about 1 kilometre from the park. It is opposite the 
National	Heart	Institute	of	Malaysia.

 1. Art Gallery
 2. Titiwangsa Park
 3. National Library

B. Reading
 1. family
 2. strange
 3. The phrase means that the family members help 

each other when anyone of them is in trouble.
 4. The poet thinks that his or her father is a hero because 

he is always there and never gives up on the poet.
 5. The poet always thinks of his family and misses 

them. (Accept any suitable answers)

C. Writing

English Language Society
Sekolah Kebangsaan Sungai Piong,
Jalan Piong,
53100	Kuala	Lumpur

10	May	2019

NutriBread Factory

Lot 11A, Jalan Perusahaan,

47810	Kota	Damansara,

Selangor

Dear	Sir/Madam,

Permission to Visit NutriBread Factory

 On behalf of the English Language Society, I would 

like to ask permission to visit your bread factory. 

 Our group consists of twenty-five pupils and two 

teachers. We would like to visit your factory on 25th 

May	2019	(Saturday)	from	10.00	a.m.	to	12.00	noon.	

 I hope to get a favourable reply from you as soon 

as possible. 

 Thank you.

Yours faithfully,

Azim Ahmad

Secretary,
English Language Society

PAK-21 Activity

School address

•	 Sekolah	Kebangsaan	

 Sungai Piong, Jalan 

	 Piong,	53100	

 Kuala Lumpur

Factory address

•	 NutriBread	Factory	

 Lot 11A, Jalan 

	 Perusahaan,47810	

 Kota Damansara 

 Selangor

Visit to the Bread Factory

Day / date / time

•	 Saturday

•	 26	May	2019

•	 10.00	a.m.	–	12	noon

Number of pupils

•	 twenty-five

Number of teachers 

•	 two

D. Grammar
 1. either or
 2. Neither; nor
 3. Either; or
 4. neither; nor
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 5. either; or
 6. either; or
 7. neither; nor
 8. neither; nor
 9. neither; nor
 10. Either; or
 11. neither; nor
 12. either; or

UNIT 10: Be Aware, Take Care
A. Reading
 1. False
 2. True
 3. They may disturb others who are working on their 

experiments in the laboratory.
 4. I should tell the teacher immediately to help the pupil.
 5. The food may be contaminated and cause food 

poisoning.

B. Writing
 (Suggested answer)

 A very good morning to the headmaster, teachers and 

fellow pupils. I am Saiful Yusof from 6 Ungu. I am here to 

present a speech on ‘Protecting Yourself and Staying Safe’.

 You must always be aware of your surroundings. 

When you get off a train, bus or car, always look around 

you to be on the alert for anyone. See if there is a 

stranger following you from behind.

 Don’t walk alone in places where there are a few 

people. Somebody may kidnap or rob you. You may get 

hurt.

 Lastly, don’t talk to strangers. If a stranger asks you 

for directions, give him a short reply and move on. If you 

find him suspicious, ignore him and walk away.

 I hope these tips can help you to stay safe when you 
are outside your house. Have a safe week and thank you.

PAK-21 Activity
(Suggested answers)
 1. Walk on the kerb or pavement if you are walking on the 

road.
 2. Never cross near the top of a hill or a bend in the road.
 3. Never cross between parked vehicles.
 4. Keep looking for any oncoming vehicles while crossing 

the road.
 5. Always get off a car or bus on the kerb side of the road.
 6. Wear light coloured clothes or reflective material when 

cycling at night.

C. Grammar
 1. They are visiting their grandmother in  the evening.  

 in 

 2. The football match will be held this Saturday at 	6.00	

p.m. at 

 3. There was heavy rain and a thunderstorm in  the 

morning. in 

 4. The school holidays started on  Saturday. on 

 5. My	parents’	wedding	anniversary	 falls	 on  Tuesday, 

12 June on 

 6. Puan Noreen prepared dinner in 	30	minutes.

   in 

 7. We will visit my relatives on 	Monday	 at  five o’clock 

in the evening. on; at 

 8. Mr	Raj’s	 flight	 is	 on  Friday at  two o’clock in  the 

afternoon. on; at; in 

D. Grammar
 (Suggested answers)
 1. in the basket
 2. at Priceway Stores
 3. on Jalan Cochrane
 4. at the bus stop
 5. in the library
 6. at Banana Leaf Curry House
 7. at the door of the restaurant
 8. on a picnic mat

UPSR PRACTICE 5
Reading Comprehension
Practice 1
 1. True
 2. True
 3. Peter
 4. Police station
 5. Place: They go to Dana’s Dance Studio.
  Reason: They probably want to learn to dance or learn 

new dances as well as to keep fit and healthy doing an 
aerobic activity.

 6. In the mornings, many people visit the hospital. They 
go to see the doctor, do tests or visit family or friends 
who are patients. The bank and post office are located 
nearby so more people will park at the car park.

  (Accept any suitable answer)

Practice 2
(a) a pupil preparing for the UPSR examination
(b) nine hours

(c)
Participants must 
sign up early as

the Students’ 
Counselling Unit, 
University	of	Malaya

Examiners will 
give tips on

there are only 
limited seats.

The fee is 
inclusive of

how to answer the 
writing section  of 
the UPSR paper.

The workshop will 
be held at

handouts, certificate 
of participation, 
lunch and tea.

(d) The purpose is to encourage pupils sitting for the UPSR 
examination to attend this workshop so that they will be 
exposed to good exam questioning techniques. They 
can know how to get more marks for the UPSR writing 
section and also how the scripts are marked by the 
examiners.

(e) The phrase means there are not many seats available 
/ only a few seats are available. (Accept any suitable 
answer)

UNIT 11: Tailor Made
A. Reading
 1. A
 2. B
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 3. A long dress that is worn over trousers and is matched 
with a shawl.

 4. (a) (Accept any suitable answer)
  (b) I usually wear them during festive occasions or 

formal events.

B. Writing
 Introduction

	 Malaysia	 is	 a	 beautiful	 country,	 with	many	 different	

races and cultures. Each race has its own traditional 

costume. The baju kurung, cheongsam and saree are 

the	traditional	costumes	of	the	Malay,	Chinese	and	Indian	

communities. 

 Body
 The baju kurung	is	a	traditional	Malay	costume	worn	
by	Malay	 ladies.	 It	 is	 a	 long	 blouse	 that	 is	worn	with	 a	
long skirt. It is suitable to be worn daily, for weddings and 
for functions.
 Today, the baju kurung has more modern designs 
and is worn by other races as well. The cheongsam is a 
traditional Chinese costume for Chinese ladies. It is an 
ankle-length	dress,	with	a	high	Mandarin	collar	and	slits	
on both sides of the skirt. It makes the person wearing 
it look elegant. The cheongsam is usually worn during 
weddings and at functions.
 The saree is a traditional Indian costume for Indian 
ladies. It is a long piece of cloth wrapped around the waist 
and draped over one shoulder. This costume is usually 
worn at wedding functions or temple events.

 Conclusion

These are some examples of the traditional costumes in 

Malaysia.	They	show	our	rich	local	culture	and	heritage.	

These costumes are the pride of the different races in 

Malaysia.	

C. Grammar
 1. Ben is tall and slim.

 2. Mrs	 Tan	wears	 red earrings to match with her new 
dress.

 3. Aznil has a black watch with leather straps.

 4. His shoes became wet after he walked into a puddle 
of muddy water.

 5. Rekha ties her long black hair into two ponytails.

 6. Aunt Alicia wears a Japanese kimono for the event.

 7. Encik Azrul looks good in a stylish blue shirt.

 8. The clock on the wall has a gold frame.

 9. The fierce black dog barked angrily at the robber.

 10. There is a tall blue crystal vase in the corner of the 
music room.

D. Grammar
 1. That girl is wearing a long red cotton skirt.
 2. There is a tall antique grandfather clock in my aunt’s 

house.
 3. My	father	bought	a	white	long-sleeved	batik	shirt.
 4. My	cute	brown	pet	hamster	is	very	active.
 5. Mira	is	wearing	her	favourite	loose	green	blouse.
 6. Sean is watching a scary horror movie with his family.
 7. Mr	Smith	has	a	small,	old	maroon	car	in	his	garage.
 8. She bought a large oval red rug to decorate the bedroom.
 9. Danny has a small round blue wooden box.
 10. Mother	covered	the	dining	table	with	a	white	French	

lace tablecloth.

UNIT 12: Land of Glory
A. Reading
 1. Lake Gardens
 2. traditional	Malaysian	life
 3. Parang, swords and keris
 4. It is displayed outside the museum building.
 5. I can learn about the arts, history and culture of 

Malaysia.	 I	can	also	 learn	 the	 traditional	way	of	 life.	
(Accept any suitable answer)

PAK-21 Activity
(Suggested answers)
•	Sing	the	national	anthem	well
•	Wear	patriotic	colours
•	Fly	the	national	flag	proudly/Display	bumper	stickers
•	Attend	the	National	Day	parade	every	year
•	Plant	the	national	flower,	the	hibiscus	around	your	house
•	Take	 part	 in	 National	 Day	 public	 events	 eg.	 marathons,	

cycling competitions, poster-making contests, photography 
competitions

•	Visit	historical	places	in	your	country

B. Writing
 (Suggested poem)
	 Monkey
 Small, brown
 Climbing, swinging, eating
 Hanging upside down
	 Mammal

C. Grammar
 1. Would you like to have a glass of orange juice? ( ✓ )
 2. Tommy lives near the sea. ( ✓ )
 3. The sky is dark now. ( ✓ )
 4. Mount	Kinabalu	is	the	highest	mountain	in	

Malaysia.	 (	✓ )
 5. She took an umbrella with her when she left the 

house.  ( ✓ )
 6. Puan Rubiah wears a new baju kebaya to the 

wedding. ( ✓ )
 7. Would you prefer an orange or a mangosteen? ( ✓ )
 8.  A dragonfly is an insect. ( ✓ )

D. Grammar
 1. – 4. the 7. the
 2. – 5. the 8. an
 3. The 6. the

UPSR PRACTICE 6
Reading Comprehension
Practice 1
(a) three fish that were friends
(b) waterway
(c) i. careful/alert ii. organised
(d) I think they did not listen to the third fish’s suggestion 

because they did not think ahead. They only thought of 
the present. They did not think of the danger that lay 
ahead even though the third fish told them about the 
fishermen’s plan.

 (Accept any suitable answer)
(e) Yes, I agree. We should use the information we have in 

the present to make plans for the future. Planning ahead 
makes our lives easier. With the information we have, we 
can take precautions in order to avoid putting ourselves 
in dangerous situations.

 (Accept any suitable answer)
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Practice 2
(a) RM20	voucher
(b) easier
(c) i. ladle/knife
 ii. bowl/plate
(d) The purpose is for the public to know what time the 

supermarket opens and closes and also if it is open on 
public holidays. (Accept any suitable answer)

(e) I	would	 go	 to	Setia	Supermarket	 as	 I	 can	 get	 a	RM20	
voucher	 if	 I	 spend	 more	 than	 RM250.	 I	 also	 can	 buy	
reading	materials	and	clothes	at	a	70	per	cent	discount.	
That is a huge discount, so I can save more money. It 
is a value for money deal.

 (Accept any suitable answer)

UNIT 13: Overcoming the Odds
A. Listening & Speaking
 Listening text:

 From here, go straight until you come to a 
roundabout. At the roundabout, take the third turning 
into Jalan Rajin. Go along the road until you see a 
cafetaria on your left. The Kenanga Hostel is next to 
the	Mawar	Hostel	on	the	right.

(Suggested answer)
	 From	 Mawar	 Hostel,	 go	 straight	 along	 Jalan	 Rajin	
until you reach a roundabout. At the roundabout, take the 
third turning into Jalan Cerdik. Go along the road until you 
see the library on your left.

B. Reading
 1. 2001
 2. ideas
 3. educational programmes
 4. They assist and help people with specific disabilities 

to live independently.
 5. The phrase increase awareness means that more 

and more people will know and understand a certain 
issue/problem. (Accept any suitable answers)

C. Writing
Topic Sentence: Stephen Hawking was one of the 
greatest scientists of his time.
Body:	 He	was	born	in	Oxford,	England	on	8	January	1942.	
He enjoyed mathematics and science at school. He also 
enjoyed classical music. He was diagnosed with ALS also 
called Lou Gehrig’s disease while working on his PhD 
at Cambridge University. Not long later, he had to sit 
in a wheelchair and could not talk. However, he could 
communicate using a touch pad computer and a voice 
synthesiser. He became a scientist and an astrophysicist. 
He researched on black holes and space-time theories.  
He was well-known for discovering the Hawking Radiation. 
He wrote a book ‘A Brief History in Time’, which remained  
the bestseller for four years. He passed away on  
14	March	2018.
Concluding Sentence: Stephen Hawking was a great 
scientist who has achieved much success in life.

D. Grammar
 1. fiercely
 2. nearby
 3. yesterday
 4. often
 5. clearly
 6. never

 7. enough
 8. excitedly
 9. gently
 10. later
 11. too
 12. quietly

UNIT 14:  A Ringgit Saved is a Ringgit Earned
A. Listening and Speaking

Listening text

You need two plastic bottles, one zipper, a knife, a 
pair of scissors and a tube of glue.
 First, cut the plastic bottles into half. Use only the 
bottom halves of the bottles.
 Second, apply glue on one side of a zipper. Next, 
stick the zipper onto the edge of one bottle. Then, 
apply glue on the other side of the zipper. Stick the 
zipper onto the edge of the second bottle. Finally, 
close the zipper and you get a pencil case.

 2. 1.

3

 3.

5

 5.

2

1

 4.

4

 6.

6

B. Reading

 1. Put your money to help you save 
money.

 2. Start the jar or
envelope system

to do with the money 
you have saved.

 3. It is easier to 
save money

in a hidden place.

 4. Visualise what 
you are going

if you have a goal.

 5. It means to imagine or to have a picture in your mind 
of what you are saving the money for. (Accept any 
suitable answer)

 6. It makes it easier because you can have different 
jars for different goals. It is more organised and neat. 
(Accept any suitable answer)

C. Writing
(Suggested answer)
First, break the candle stubs into smaller pieces with a 
hammer. Remove any old wicks. Second, put the pieces 
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of wax into the metal can. Third, fill the saucepan halfway 
with water and place it on the stove. Next, put the can into 
the saucepan and melt the wax over a low fire.
 Then, place a wick into the mould. Tie one end to 
the pencil and knot it tightly. Place the pencil horizontally 
across the rim of the jar or can to keep the wick in place. 
You may add a fragrance or dye to the wax.
 After that, pour the melted wax into your mould 
carefully. Finally, let it cool thoroughly. Leave it in the 
mould or remove it from the mould.

D. Grammar
 1. Jia Li must save money or she will not be able to buy 

her favourite toy.
 2. Arman plays football and sepak takraw.
 3. Raju wants to go to school but he has a fever.
 4. Noreen does not eat pineapples nor does she eat any 

fruits.
 5. Parrots are good pets for they are cute and 

entertaining.
 6. Thila did not want to go to the doctor’s, yet she went 

anyway.
 7. It was going to rain, so she took an umbrella with her.
 8. Boon Leong was tired and had a headache.
 9. The cat drank some water for it was thirsty.
 10. Pritam is on a diet, yet he wants to eat ice cream.

UPSR Practice 7
Writing
Practice 1
 1. a	45%	discount
 2. cost	RM24.20
 3. four tickets
 4. on	14	November	
 5. to the ticketing counter at the park

Practice 2
B(i) (a) She has to take the money her father left in the 

drawer to buy a gift.
 (b) She has to gift-wrap the present for her mother.
 (c) She has to buy a birthday card for her mother.
(ii) (Suggested answer)

Dear Aunt Jeen,

 Dad cannot take me to the mall on Saturday 

because he has an outstation meeting. 

 I know he has asked you to take me and 

told you that it is a secret shopping trip. We were 

supposed	 to	 buy	 a	 birthday	 gift	 for	 Mum.	 He	 has	

kept some money for me in my drawer. I would 

like	your	help	to	choose	a	beautiful	dress	for	Mum.	

After that, I will get it gift-wrapped and will also buy 

a birthday card. 

  Love, 

  Janice 

  (78 words)

Practice 3
B(i) (a) Give a medical certificate
 (b) Get a letter from his parents
 (c) Get permission from the Sports Secretary

B(ii) (Suggested answer)

Dear Simon,

 

 All Yellow House pupils must attend a meeting 

on	 10	 September	 at	 8.00	 a.m.	 The	 election	 of	

House Captains for Groups A and B will be held 

then.	 Sports	 Day	 will	 be	 held	 on	 20	May	 and	 the	

schedule for sports practice will be given out. Sports 

practice	will	begin	on	10	March.	It	will	be	held	every	

Monday,	Wednesday	and	Saturday.	

 Hope you will be able to attend the meeting. 

 

  From,

  Johan

  (76 words)

UNIT 15: The Obedient Son
A. Listening and Speaking

PARENTS’ 
RESPONSIBILITIES

Ways parents 
show responsibility

•	 Give	us	food	and	clothes

•	 Educate	us

•	 Make	sure	that	we	do	well	 in

 our studies

•	 Make	sure	we	can	be	

 successful in life.

•	 They	gave	us	everything	we	

 needed.

•	 They	made	us	what	we	are	

 today.

•	 They	took	care	of	us	when	we	

 were young.

•	 They	gave	up	some	things	in	

 life for our sake.

Reasons for being 
grateful to them

B. Reading
 1. end a relationship
 2. escape
 3. began to realise
 4. to allow somebody to come home after he/she has left
 5. sold his share of the property; travelled to a distant 

country
 6. Yes, he should accept him back into the family 

because he has already realised his mistake and 
will turn over a new leaf. The father must help his 
son to learn from his mistakes and change his ways. 
(Accept any suitable answer)

C. Writing
 There once lived a goat that had a pretty little kid. 
The goat was afraid to leave the kid alone at home. One 
day, the goat wanted to go out to get food.
 She told the kid not to leave the house while she 
was away. “Lock the door. Don’t open it to anyone who 
knocks. Look out the window to see who it is first,” said 
the goat. 
 A wolf which lived nearby, saw the goat pass by. He 
wanted to eat the young kid. He went to the goat’s house 
and knocked on the door. “Who is there?” asked the little 
kid.
	 The	wolf	 tried	 to	 speak	 like	 the	 goat.	 “My	 dear,	 it’s	
me, your mother; open the door quickly!” The kid looked 
out of the window. It wanted to follow the goat’s advice. 
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 “You bad wolf! Go away from here” cried the little kid. 
The wolf was very angry and went away. 
 Shortly afterwards, the goat came back and knocked 
on the door. When the kid saw it was the goat, she ran 
quickly and opened the door. The kid told the goat what 
had happened. 

D. Grammar
 1. The old man who lives near my school gave me the 

durian.
 2. The singer whose daughter is my classmate is a 

famous actress.
 3. The boy whom we met at the bus terminal, is an 

engineer in that company.
 4. The table which my uncle bought from Taiwan is 

made of oak.
 5. The teacher whose handbag was stolen teaches me 

Mathematics.
 6. The boy who won the storytelling competition is my 

cousin from Singapore.
 7. The book which my sister gave me as my birthday 

present costs fifty ringgit.
 8. The police caught the thief who was hiding in the 

abandoned house.

E. Grammar
 1. since it is a holiday
 2. if you have an examination tomorrow
 3. before driving to Singapore
 4. since we were late
 5. because it may rain
 6. which was organised by the English Language Club
 7. Although it was sunny
 8. unless you buy the ticket
 9. while she was cooking lunch in the kitchen
 10. when he gets home from work

UPSR PRACTICE 8
Writing
Practice 1
(Suggested answer)
Sharmini and Sharifah wanted to study hard so they could 
pass their examination with flying colours. One day, they 
decided to buy some revision books. Sharifah’s mother went 
with them to a bookstore in a shopping mall.
 Sharifah and Sharmini looked at some books in the 
reference books section. Just then, Sharifah saw a red purse 
on the floor and picked it up. She looked around to see who 
had dropped the purse, but the shop was nearly empty.
 After paying for their books, they went to the information 
counter. A worker quickly made an announcement about the 
purse. A few minutes, later, a worried-looking woman came. 
She was relieved to get her purse back. She thanked the 
girls for being honest.

Practice 2
(Suggested answer)
It was early in the morning. James and Chun Keat were 
waiting at the bus stop. They waited for half an hour, yet 
the bus did not arrive. They were worried that they might be
late for school.
 Suddenly, they saw a motorcyclist pass by. He snatched 
an old woman’s handbag and sped off. The two boys shouted 
and ran after the motorcyclist.
 Luckily, policemen in a patrol car heard their screams 
and gave chase. Passers-by who saw the incident also 
joined in.

 After a short chase, they caught the snatch thief. He 
tried to escape, but the policemen handcuffed him. James 
and Chun Keat returned the handbag to the old woman who 
was very happy. She praised the boys for their quick actions 
and thanked them.

UPSR MODEL TEST
PAPER 013
Section A
 1 A 2 C 3 B 4 A 5 B
 6 B 7 B 8 B 9 C 10 B
 11 A 12 C 13 B 14 D 15 A
 16 A 17 A 18 A 19 A 20 B

Section B
Question 21
(a) Yes, I did. I hope you like it.
(b) Yes, of course. He likes it when you rub his head.
(c) Is that a new baju kurung?

Question 22
(a) At the office of Sakura Electronics
(b) a one-day sale
(c) i.	 He	will	receive	an	additional	10%	discount.
 ii. He will get a chance to participate in the lucky draw 

contest.
(d) Answer: Yes
 Sentence: “I’m not going to miss it”.
(e) Sakura Electronics probably wants to reward these 

customers because they have purchased items in the 
past. It also wants to encourage them to continue buying 
their products. (Accept any suitable answer)

Question 23
(a) True
(b) False
(c) the floating restaurant
(d) Lorong Bukit
(e) Place:  Lin’s Bakery
 Reason: Karen is visiting during teatime. She can buy 

pastries and cakes at the bakery for the family 
to enjoy with their tea. (Accept any suitable 
answer)

(f) Many	 people	 probably	 visit	 the	 town	 during	 weekends	
as it is along Datai Bay or they want to dine in Raju’s 
floating restaurant. They will most likely stop over at 
Eka’s Gift Shop to buy souvenirs as a reminder of their 
visit. (Accept any suitable answer)

Question 24
(a) a moneylender, a farmer and his daughter
(b) luck

Question 25 
(a) i. Quick-thinking
 ii. Smart/Resourceful
(b) I think he could not admit it because he did not want the 

farmer and his daughter to know that he was dishonest/
tried to trick them.

 (Accept any suitable answer)
(c) Yes, I agree. The problem faced by the farmer and 

his daughter was difficult. However, the daughter paid 
attention to her surroundings. She looked closely at the 
moneylender when he picked up the pebbles. Then, she 
used her creativity to think of a solution. (Accept any 
suitable answer)
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PAPER 014
Section A
 1. No.	45,	Jalan	Orkid,	56000	Cheras
 2. discounts	up	to	40%
 3. photo frames, music boxes, desk organisers
 4. a personalised desk sign for her father
 5. on	3	May

Section B
B(i) (a) Jacob gave his mother some souvenirs and 

preserved fruits.
 (b) Jacob gave his father some T-shirts.
 (c) Jacob showed his parents some photographs and 

told them about his trip.
B(ii) (Suggested answer)

Dear Sis,

 

 I wrote a message to thank Uncle Peter and 

Aunt Janice. I thanked them for making me feel at 

home, taking me sightseeing and giving me some 

gifts. I also told them that I gave the items they 

bought	to	Mum	and	Dad.	I	 told	them	that	I	showed	

Mum	and	Dad	the	photographs	I	took	and	that	they	

enjoyed listening to the stories about the trip. I also 

invited them to visit us. 

 

  Your loving brother,

  Jacob

  (76 words)

Section C
Question 1
(Suggested answer)
	 My	 family	 and	 I	 attended	 a	 cultural	 show	 at	 the	 Civic	
Centre. There were dance performances by children and 
adults. Everyone wore beautiful and colourful costumes. 
They were accompanied by a band playing traditional and 
modern musical instruments.
 I liked all the performances but my favourite was the 
joget. It was the last performance of the evening. A group 
of men and women danced in pairs. Their movements were 
fast but graceful.
 The attire of the male dancers was the baju Melayu, 
samping and songkok. The female dancers wore the baju 
kurung and flower headdress. The dancers smiled throughout 
their performance.
 Watching them perform was truly entertaining.

Question 2
(Suggested answer)
 The residents of Taman Saujana always participate in 
gotong-royong activities. They gather at the neighbourhood 
park and playground twice a year to keep them clean. They 
pick up rubbish and also repair and paint the playground 
equipment.
 The residents also support recycling. They separate their 
rubbish at home. Then, they throw their recyclable items into 
recycling bins located near the park. The residents help to 
reduce waste too. They donate clothes and household items 
to a collection centre. 
 Another activity the residents actively participate in is the 
neighbourhood watch programme. They take turns to patrol 
the neighbourhood during the night to prevent crime.


